normal parting tool. Paul showed the
difference between the two by cutting
shoulders with a standard parting tool and
one which had been ground as described
above. The difference was striking!
The demonstration was a great forum
on turning tricks from a master turner. Paul
showed how he grinds and sharpens his
skews and how to use them for many
different cuts. He showed how tools could
be made from old files and scrap pieces of
tool steel. One of his favorite tools is a
round nose scraper which has been ground
and sharpened to form a round nosed skew.
He uses it for all sorts of finish cuts where
very little sanding is needed. One of the
most important points which Paul stressed
was safety. He always had a pair of safety
glasses on whenever he approached the
lathe and never turned the lathe on without
giving the piece a spin by hand to make
sure the piece didn't hit the tool rest.
Paul put on a great show with very little
notice. Even in the middle of moving his
shop into a new location with very little
time to organize, he gave a great
presentation. Thanks, Paul, we look
forward to seeing more tricks from a great
woodworker and woodturner!!
CLUB NOTES
MONTHLY MEETINGS: Our monthly
meetings which are on the fourth Tuesday
of the month at 7:00pm, are now being
held at a new location. Paul Pitts and his
partner, Bill Woodard, have offered TAW
the use of their shop for our meetings. This
is a spacious shop located at the comer of
Demonbreum and 2nd Ave. The address is
200 South 2nd Ave. and parking is
available to the side and back of the

building. Our first meeting here (May) was
a great change from Overton Highschool.
"The Woodworks" has a wonderful
atmosphere and with Paul and Bill looking
after things, the equipment will be first rate
also! Note that our next meeting at this
location will be on September the 22nd!.
GILES GELSON DEMONSTRATION:
On June the 11th, a large group of TAW
members met with Giles Gilson for a fomm
on design and enhancement of tumed
objects using lacquer finishes. Most of
Giles inspiration for using lacquers came
from his work with racing cars. With his
experience with cars and numerous other
interests such as ultralight airplanes and
creation of movie sets coupled with an
extensive background in the arts it was only
natural that he would combine these with
his woodtuming. The final results are
simply incredible. The addition of multiple
coats of clear and translucent automotive
colors on his tumed pieces add an entirely
new dimension to his work. The design
elements which he adds to his pieces appear
and disappear as the object is tumed or
observed from a different angle like
holograms. The effect is almost impossible
to photograph and can only be entirely
appreciated by seeing the piece with ones'
own eyes.
The process which Giles uses to finish
his pieces requires a considerable amount
of experimenting with laquer finishes and
skill with a spraying equipment. The first
step which he uses is to seal the wood with
an epoxy coating to control moisture pickup
and loss in the wood. The product which he
recommends is the "West System" from
Gougeon Brothers in Bay City, Michigan(
P.O.Box 908, 48707, 517-684-6881). This
is a marine grade epoxy used mostly in the
boatbuilding trade. After applying several
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The process which Giles uses to finish
his pieces requires a considerable amount
of experimenting with laquer finishes and
skill with a spraying equipment. The first
step which he uses is to seal the wood with
an epoxy coating to control moisture pickup
and loss in the wood. The product which he
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coats of this to fill all of the pores, Giles
starts building the finish with the lacquer.
He commonly applies a black coating at the
bottom of the piece fading upwards. This
appears to give more depth to the piece.
The black is then followed with clear and
pearlescent colors which seem to make the
piece glow with its own light. He
recommends sanding only on the clear
coats so that the colored coats aren't ruined
by a little too much effort at one spot. He
also pointed out that at least five coats of
clear is needed so that there is enough
thickness to allow sanding. To add design
elements, regions can be masked while
colors are added to defined areas. Since the
pearlescent colors are transparent, the
effect is of colors floating on the piece!
Give it a try. The results are worth the
effort.
INSTANT GALLERY: We had a great
showing at our last meeting in May. Larry
Loiseau, Todd Bowen, James Haddon, and
quite a few others brought some great
pieces for everyone to look at. The turnings
always bring a crowd around the display
table and generate a lot of interest.. Keep
up the great work!!
TAW DIRECTORY AND MAILING
LIST: The TAW Directory is now
completed along with an updated mailing
list. If errors are seen in the Directory or
on the mailing label, please notify James
Haddon so they can be changed. If for
some reason your mailing address changes
in the future or the Newsletter doesn't
make it to you, drop a postcard to James so
we can update our list and/or get you
another copy of the newsletter. Thanks!

CLASSIFIED
Nicaraguan Rosewood: 8/4 - 12/4 x 8 - 10"
wide, $6.00/bd. ft., contact Charles Alvis
at 833-1201.
Bench Top: 31"' x 48" x 1" , solid black
epoxy resin lab top, highly resistant to
acids, solvents, water, and oils; would
make a great setup table or workbench top:
$120.00, contact Gary Runyon at 6414257(wk) Or 895-1657(hm).
FOR ADDS, QUESTIONS, OR TO
SUBMIT ARTICLES/PHOTO'S SEND
TO:
GARY RUNYON
1051 RIVER RD.
MURFREESBORO.TN 37129
(615)641-4257 OR 859-1657
EDITOR
The
Tennessee
Association
of
Woodturners is a not for profit
organization formed to promote and
encourage the art of woodtuming and in
doing so promote and encourage the art
and craft of woodtuming in general.
Membership is open to any individual
and includes a subscription to the
monthly newsletter. Address inquiries to
TAW, 5428 San Marcus Dr., Nashville,
Tennessee 37220. Meetings are held
monthly at "THE WOODW ORKS" , 200
South 2nd Ave.. Nashville, TN, on the
fourth Tuesday of each month at
7:00pm. Annual dues are $20.00.

